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Homeless filmmaker is 'Down But Not Out'
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Capitol Hill celebrates V-day the capitalist way
Local businesses have no problem catering to the lovedraped masses on Valentines Day
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
Seattleites love food and

sex,

and the downtrodden economy of
the past few years hasn't managed
to interfere with the sumptuous affair. Local businesses like Cupcake

Royale and Babeland have had
impressive Valentines Day sales
over the past few years despite
the national decline in revenue
experienced after the
economic crash in 2008.
"Valentine's Day is our
most retailers

Christmas," said Shannon Solie,
the manager ofSeattle's Babeland,
one of Seatdes most prominent sex
toy shops.

Not every vendor faired well
the past two Valentines Days as

smoothly.

by BlGresearch for the National
Retail Federation (NRF), in 2008
the average American
consumer spent I Page
$122.98 on Valentines

Day activities. In 2009,

Staying tough, Redhawks fall to Portland
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Trailing by 8 at the half
and unable to close
out the second half,
the Men's basketball
team fell to the
University of Portland by 16.
The Seattle U vs. UW
at Key Arena game
looms on Feb. 22
as the Redhawks
begin preparation.
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Youth lies at the heart of
Egyptian protests

Touching,
cute, funny,
heartbreaking,
real student
love letters

J. Adrian Munger
Staff Writer
The

"

For more of love letters visit:
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shutdown and subsequent restoration of internet access in
Cairo reveals an important truth about
the recent events in Egypt; these protests aren't just the actions of poor,
uneducated masses. These are also the
actions of educated professionals and
academics.
"Many of the leaders of these protests are our age or younger. They're
students at Egyptian universities.

a

recent

Many of the
leaders of these
protests are our
age or younger.
David Swanson
Sophomore
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High tech theft in Fine Arts
points to vulnerability in
campus security
Details of theft in
Fine Arts barred pending
SPD investigation

Ernst premieres
newest book in
Sullivan piano recital

"Unfortunately, an entity did this move would prove to be
do work in the room and didn't unnecessarily costly.
follow procedure when they left,
"Tools and technology work
producing more availability to the better than the approach of staffDallas Goschie
device," said Sletten.
ing," Sletten said. "The costs inHowever, the theft of the comStaff Writer
curred would be much greater
puter points to other instances of than the value of what we would
The students of Seattle vulnerability within the univerbe protecting."
University involved in music and sity's security system, especially
Takasugi and Sletten agree that
audio engineering were virtually when it comes to the protection if proper security protocol had
silenced in January after an Apple ofrelatively small pieces of expenbeen followed, the theft of the
sive technology.
laptop computer (which cost upApple computer and other thefts
ward of $1,000) was stolen from
Public Safety is confident in would probably be preventable.
a recording studio in the Fine the overall security of Seattle U
Sletten believes that if proper
Arts building.
technology.
security protocol is observed,
The computer was connect"We have very, very low there is almost a zero percent
ed to all of the audio recording theft of any kind of univerchance that an item would be
equipment located in the room, sity technology," Sletten said. taken, explaining that security
and is an essential factor in the "And if something is taken it could only be breached through
is often because something in
recording process.
the use of force or a "smash-and"It [the computer] is one of the security prescription was grab," setting off the building's
the main parts of recording, it left out."
alarm system.
had all the software that students
While Sletten felt uncomfort"If someone didn't properly
needed," said Alex Takasugi, a able going into greater detail while shut the door, anyone could
junior music major who occadescribing the overall security have just waltzed in and taken
sionally uses the studio to record set-up of buildings on campus, it, people just need to be more
herself playing her viola.
he noted that Public Safety has responsible," Takasugi said.
"The only other way we would a strict code that provides "layers
Public Safety and Sletten rehave to record is the old school of protection" around Seattle U mind everyone to be vigilant and
way, with a tape deck," she said.
property.
proactive when it comes to proFr. Josef Venker S.J., chair of
As the technology advances, tecting Seattle U's property.
the Fine Arts department, de- Sletten explains, more and more
He requests that if students or
clined to discuss the theft, citing of the layers are factored in (i.e.
faculty see a situation that appears
an ongoing police investigation.
external card swipers, cypher "odd or suspicious" or if a piece
Michael Sletten, director of locks, traditional keyway locks, of technology appears to have
Public Safety, was also hesitant etc. are activated).
been left vulnerable, to contact
to divulge information that could
He notes that several buildPublic Safety.
"Those 2,000-some extra eyes
compromise the investigation of ings, like the Engineering buildthe theft.
feature
windows
lab
of
in
ing,
large
people could really help preHe did note that they were folareas to allow for civilian surveilvent future incidents," Sletten
said.
lowing up on the incident, and lance and act as a further deterthat the theft occurred during a rent for would-be thieves.
Joe Dyer The Spectator
"low-use" period, in which, aside
Some question why Public Dallas may be reached at
from students and faculty involved Safety does not post officers dgoschie@su-spectator.com
Professor Rose Ernst's newly published book, "The Price of Progresin the program, nobody had a
sive Politics: The Welfare Rights Movement in an Era of Color Blind
in buildings where high vollegitimate purpose to be in the umes of valuable equipment
Racism," debuted last Wednesday at a dual reception-piano recital
are located, but Sletten believes
recording room.
in the Law building.
|

Protests, riots continue as future of Egypt is decided
Oil prices, political stability and what's next for the Arab world may be
cause for concern in the West
John Beaton

Staff Writer
The recent developments in the Arab
world have captured the attention of nearly
every country in the international community. Questions offurther instability in the
region have been raised, as the defiant spirit
of these protesters seems to be spreading.
In order to begin to understand the events
unfolding in Egypt, events that occurred in
Tunisia must first be considered. The country is similar to Egypt in that they are both
Arab countries that are in relatively close
proximity to one another. This distance and
cultural understanding have helped spread
the revolutionary zeal to Egypt.
When theTunisians successfully deposed
of what the New York Times reported as
"one of the most repressive governments in
a region full of police states," the Egyptians
were quick to emulate that deposition.
Protests began Jan. 25 and are ongoing.

A BBC report concluded that, "poverty,
rising food prices, social exclusion, anger,
overcorruption and a demographic bulge
of young people unable to find work have
been the main drivers of unrest."
Egypt, unlike Tunisia, has been consistently stable in a historically tumultuous
region. Many people, especially rulers of
neighboring Arab states, are concerned this
kind offervor for change could just as easily
spread to other countries.
The implications this has for Western
nations, particularly the United States, are
great and varied. For one, the truce that
was forged between Egypt and Israel, after
years of strife and several conflicts, is held
together by economic and military aid to
the incumbent President Hosni Mubarak. If
he were to be overthrown a new democratic
plurality could undermine the precedent established in the treaties Mubarak himself

signed.
Another implication lays in the economic

interests vested in tourism, oil exports and
the Suez Canal. A BBC report found that
"oil prices have risen amid fears of unrest
affecting traffic through the Suez Canal
and, in the long term, of a wider regional
crisis."
The hike in oil prices makes the price
of everything on which its production depends on go up. Another fear is that this
unrest will continue to spread throughout a
region that has a virtual monopoly on crude
oil exports.
If successful, this revolution would
overturn the 30-year rule of President
Mubarak. Speculation has risen as to who
will take his place and what new status
quo would then go into place. One candidate, that recently announced his willingness to rule, is Mohamed Elßaradei.
According to a CNN report, Elßaradei is
a Nobel Peace laureate and former head
of the UN's nuclear watchdog. Elßaradei
is now the primary "face" of the opposition party.
The people behind this political force,
however, are an integral ingredient in

what Hillary Clinton has deemed a "perfect storm of powerful trends."
The protesters are under the age of
30, on average, and formally had access
to technology that connects them to ideas
and people around the world.
Efforts to stifle the unrest have included shutting down the Internet services in Egypt, an act that many thought
impossible, cutting cell phone service and
enforcing a curfew.
These measures illustrate the heavy
role media communication has on
these events.
Currently, the U.S. government has
been taking a passive stance to slowly distance itself from the regime of Mubarak.
The U.S. has emphatically stressed the
need for a smooth transfer of power, and
has more recently distanced itself from the
viewpoint that Mubarak should remain
in power.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
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Homeless filmmaker fights for poverty stricken
Eric Moseley uses street smarts to bring grassroots
problems to eyes higher up
Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer

Thirty years ago, Eric
"Protein" Moseley made a wrong
turn. A high school student in
the 1980s, he became addicted
to cocaine and dropped out of
school. Eventually, Moseley
found himself homeless, fighting
to make a place for himself in a
society that he felt had rejected
him.

Unfortunately, thousands of
people find themselves fighting
the same battle every day; life on
the streets can be harsh, unforgiving and difficult to break out
of. The recent economic downturn hasn't made things any better. The "Great Recession" has
increased the number of people
who have lost jobs and been
forced out of their homes.
These silent thousands now
have another voice, one becoming louder and louder every
day.
Moseley, a native of Detroit,
Mich., is recognized as "the nation's first homeless documentarian." Through his company Skid
Row Productions (provistafilms.

These silent thousands
have another voice

becoming louder and
louder every day.
org), Moseley aims to raise awarefor homeless issues across
the country and bridge the gap
between politicians and the oft
forgotten homeless.
In his own words, he wants
to see more politicians who
are "white collared, but bluesleeved."
ness

Moseley first became interested in filmmaking years ago
after witnessing the deluge of
reality programming invading

I think the Obamas
should

[...]

invite the

poverty stricken to
the White House.
Eric Moseley
Independent Filmmaker

television.
He believed that he could produce and star in a reality show
that would feature the plight of
the nation's homeless. Moseley
filmed a pilot for the show in Los
Angeles (where he was living at
the time) that eventually developed into his first documentary,
"Skid Row Journey."
Since then, Moseley produced
"Down, But Not Out," a film
highlighting homeless issues in
South Carolina. He also filmed
"A Cry Out to Obama" and "A
Cry Out to Michelle Obama,"
the latter of which he is the in
the process of premiering.
These pieces have aired in
Washington D.C., and Moseley
reports that the Obamas have
been hand-delivered copies of
both films.
"I think [the Obamas] should
come out and speak more about
the issue and invite the poverty
stricken to the White House to
learn about their issues," said

Moseley.
Moseley's

most recent piece,
which he is still in the process of
editing, is "A 24-Hour Challenge
to Mayor Mike McGinn."
"It's a challenge for him
to come out to Seattle and

experience what life for homeless people is really about, but I
do have to give him some credit,
I heard he visited tent city in
January, which is a huge step
forward," Moseley said.
He hopes McGinn will contribute more to the creation of
low-income housing and drug
rehabilitation centers.

Moseley says he hopes to act
between politicians
and the homeless, citing the anas a mediator

imosity that exists between the
groups. He attributes much
of this animosity to ignorance
about the state of homeless
two

people.
He notes that there are different classes within homeless
society, explaining some people
categorize all people based on
their notions about "lower-class
homeless," people who don't
maintain hygiene and aren't
actively seeking to escape the
streets, as the rest of the homeless population is.
"The recession has definitely
contributed to the problem, I've
seen middle class people who
you would never think would be

I want to teach people
to be compassionate,
to respect people.
Eric Moseley
Independent Filmmaker
CandaceShankel | The

homeless on the streets, and shelters are full to capacity," Moseley

said.
His

next

film

Even though he doesn't own a home, Eric "Protein" Moseley
(self-nicknamed) runs his own website for his production company
and does much of the filming, writing and editing work himself. He
focuses on urban issues in many of his films.

project,

"Washington to Washington,"
hopes to correct some of these
problems by capturing the spectrum of homelessness across the
country.

This documentary will feaMoseley traveling across the
country "speaking to the nation's
ture

Spectator

poverty stricken" and landing
him in Washington D.C. There,

he hopes he can use the film to
educate national politicians and
policy makers about the plight of
the homeless.
"I want to teach people to be
compassionate, to respect people for

who they are, not what they have,
to not stereotype anyone," Mosely
said. "I'm hard on myself because I

messed my life up, but now I think
I am making an impact."

Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@seattleu.edu

Connecting Egypt revolution, lessons learned at home
Egyptian rebellion underscores youth in revolt, American students
recognize similarities and remain thankful for differences
Cover

similar they are to the ones in
� E gyPl fig ntin g the streets," said
David Swanson, a sophomore
economics major and global African studies minor. "They're fighting for things we
take for granted."
The protesters have focused on issues
such as police brutality, high unemploy-

Students here don't

they are to the ones in
Egypt fighting in the streets.
David Swanson
Sophomore

ment

and the sustained authoritarian gov-

ernment

of Hosni Mubarak. Mubarak has

headed Egypt's government for more than
30 years, maintaining a one-party rule
under a continuous state of emergency.
The recent protests are the culmination
of decades of political unrest.
"I feel that its long over due," said
Thaleedah Gusti, a junior history major.
"It's the largest Arab nation in the world
and they're setting a good example."
Would citizens of the United States react
any differently? Would students at colleges
like Seattle U start a violent revolution?
"Since 9/11 there's a lot of unrest in the
Middle East. People are tired of extremist
governments. They don't want to be associated with extremism. People in Egypt support modernization and westernization,"
Gusti said.
American universities tend to be homes
of liberal activism, but American student
activists like to work within the framework
of established legal and political systems to
achieve change.
While it's hard to conjecture about riots
here, it's simpler to gauge public opinion

about the protests. The small portion of the
school that actually follows international
news are in the age range that one would
expect to support the protestors.
Its harder to judge if it could ever happen here though. Students at Seattle U are
never faced with injustices on the scale of
EgyptViolent protesting isn't something
American students would immediately resort to. Many students who don't support
the protests object to them simply because
of the number of deaths and injuries.
It's hard to imagine what would provoke rioting in the streets of Seattle, but
in 1999 Seattle was the scene of a massive series of protests and riots known as
the Battle in Seattle. An estimated 40,000
demonstrators protested the World Trade
Organizations Ministerial Conference in
one of the first organized demonstrations
against economic globalization.
According to information from several
news sources, the demonstrations escalated
into violence, causing more than $30 million in property damage and 400 arrests.
Many of the protestors were students. If
Seattle residents were willing to turn to

violence to protest something like globalization, it's conceivable that they would
take up arms against an authoritarian
government.

In 1999 Seattle was the

scene of a massive
series of protests and
riots known as the
Battle in Seattle.

The events of 1999 pale in comparison
the situation in Egypt, where more than
1,200 protestors have been arrested and
more than one hundred lay dead already.
"Its heartbreaking to see it get this
bloody, but I would be in the streets rioting with them," Gusti said.
to

J. Adrian may be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com
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Seattle U fashion from sidewalk to catwalk
Fashionistas and Fashion Club have different methods
but share same goals in their pursuit of style
Olivia Johnson

Editorial Assistant
Although a biologist or physidisagree, the fashionistas

student-run, with

support for
the annual show coming from
local designers, salons and

photographers.

cist may

of Seattle University would argue
that their craft is also a science.
From analyzing data of outfit
components to the real-life application of incorporating different style elements into their
own wardrobes, Fashionistas here
should be able to graduate with
honors with a degree in their chosen field.
Seattle U's campus has recently been inundated with style
afficianados, including members
of the Fashion Club and style
gurus (though not part of the
Fashion Club) Katie Nguyen and
Ifrah Ahmed, interns at College
Fashionista, a style blog devoted
to

college fashion.

"There's a sense of harmony
between the two groups," said
Ahmed. "We all love fashion, and
having two groups creates more
diversity and taste in fashion."
Ahmed and Nguyen snap pictures weekly ofSeattle U students

Local designers,
salons and

photographers
support Fashion

Fashion is a creative

art form, and
shows a lot about

someone by what
they wear.
Katie Nguyen

Junior
All models for the show are
also Seattle U students, who train
winter quarter before the show at

Fashion Club meetings.
The club was started four
years ago and was designed to be
built around the "On My Block"
fashion show and the proceeds
it raises.
There are also several fundraisers throughout the year in support of the show, which this year
included a concert, a clothing
drive and an essay contest.
Fashion Club treasurer Zena
Shelton cites the many opportunities Fashion Club offers as motivating her to get involved.
"We work with professionals,
develop leadership and business

skills and connect to the local community and press,"
said Shelton.
In addition to recruiting models from Seattle U,
the club also recruits student
make-up artists, allowing for a
wide range of ways to explore
fashion.
Fashion Club president
Kim Thomas also notes that,
though the fashion show will
be over before spring quarter,
the club had already made
many commitments to help
with other off-campus shows
taking place in the area, and
that photoshoots with models
will also take place throughout
the year.
"Fashion has a value because it is a visual expression
and helps people find their creative side," said Thomas.

Both groups are also
open to uniting their
fashion powers.
Both clubs are also open to
working together, uniting their
fashion powers.
"There's definitely room for
collaboration," Ahmed said.
"We would love to showcase
what Fashion Club is doing."

Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com

Club's annual show.
whose fashion they admire, or
who are participating in popular trends, which are then posted
to the blog. Universities from
around the country have "style
gurus," as the website describes
interns, posting entries.
Nguyen approached the founder of College Fashionista about
starting up blog posts for Seattle
U. She then asked Ahmed if she
would like to take an intern position with her. Once they received
the go-ahead, the two started
posting at the beginning of winter
quarter and will continue to post
through spring quarter.
"Fashion is a creative art form,"
said Nguyen. "It's wearable art,
and can show a lot about someone
by what they wear."
Ahmed adds, "Fashion is the
most basic way to showcase who
you are as an individual. You have
the most control over it, and that's
a

powerful thing."

While Ahmed and Nguyen express their love offashion through
blogging and writing about the
fashion they are inspired by, the
Fashion Club works most of the
year toward their annual fashion
show, which will take place this
year on Mar. 3. The theme will
be "On My Block: The Citizen,
The Florist, and the Hybrid,"
and proceeds will be donated to
Dress for Success, a non-profit
that provides under privileged
women with appropriate attire

for job

interviews.

The Fashion Club is entirely

Sy Bean | Spectator

The Seattle U College Fashionista website at collegefashionista.com was created by professional web designers who hired Seattle U students
to work for the site. College Fashionista showcases fashion trends and style turns on campus, (top) The Fashion Club focuses on providing
professional level photography for its models, culminating in the On My Block runway fashion show at the end of the year, (bottom)
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On Feb. 3, Seattleites were invited

Cover

slightly in 2010 to $103.
Now the NRF claims that this
Valentines Day, theaverageAmerican
will spend $116.21, an 11 percent
increase from last year. (The average man will spend $104.30 on his
significant other while the average
woman will spend $48.39.)
"Having surpassed expectations
during the holiday season, it seems
consumers are not done spending on
gifts," said NRF President and CEO
Matthew Shay on the organization's
website. "Jewelry, candy and apparel
sales should provide a nice boost for
retailers during the typically slower
months ofJanuary and February."
Local businesses are prepared for
the anticipated surge in sales and
revenue.
In the weeks leading up to
Valentines, Cupcake Royale has incorporated candy or sprinkle hearts
into all of their cupcake designs and
has also introduced three cupcakes of
"[Valentines Day] is our biggest
holiday by far," said JulieVehron, who
works at the cupcake confectionery.
"It's a holiday based around sweets."
Accordingly, the shop puts on a

as part of the Capitol Hill Art Walk,
Royale or Babeland, it'd be impossible Sam may be reached at
Babeland will host an Aphrodisiac not to be a little happy.
skettering@su-spectator.com
Tasting with Theo Chocolate. On
theDeathcake, by far the most popuFeb. 13, the store will host "Love, Sex
lar ofall the company's monthly cupAnd Astrology" with Suzanne White,
cakes. Priced at $6.66 and made with who, for a $5 fee, will do attendees'
chocolate from Theo Chocolate and astrology charts.
The NRF also estimates that
espresso from Stumptown Coffee,
Deathcake tastes like pure fudge.
consumers will spend $3.4 billion
"People love sweets," said Jaime dining out, and Plum Bistro, a cozy
Collado, the manager ofthe Capitol Capitol Hill vegan restaurant, is ofHill Cupcake Royale. "Guys and girls fering a special Valentines Day menu
love cupcakes."
for the lovebirds that come through
Customers who preorder $30 its doors.
or more worth of cupcakes before
"We have a preset menu," said
Valentine's Day will get a free cupcake Suli, who works at the restaurant. "It's
with their purchase.
a great night to come out."
"We want to encourage giving to
For $35 a person, Valentine's Day
others," Collado said.
customers at Plum Bistro can dine on
Babeland has also gotten into the entrees like tempeh soaked in verValentine's Day spirit.
mouthand servedwith warm Brussels
"In the sex industry, Valentine's sprouts and pan seared mashed potaDay is associated with love," Solie toes. The bistro will also offer chamsaid. "And what better way to celpagne and wine pairing suggestions.
ebrate love than getting naked with For those couples that can't do without a little meat on their plate, Lark
your partner?"
Through Valentine's Day, those also offers a preset Valentines menu
who spend $60 or more at Babeland replete with raw oysters, braised
will receive a free gift. The store's pork cheek and hanger steaks. The
website offers coupons for the holicost? $85 a person for the four
day, too.
course meal.
"We see a lot of sex toys sell this
With so many Valentine's Day
time of year," Solie said.
themed events happening around
Lindsey Wasson The Spectator
Of course, Babeland will cater to Capitol Hill, single Seattle University
thoseValentine's Day celebrants who students might be dreading the Many businesses around Capitol Hill, such as Cupcake Royale, Bawant to remain clothed. On Feb. 10,
holiday, but after a visit to Cupcake beland and Stumptown offer special Valentines products.

to drop by Cupcake Royale to watch
a frosting demonstration and sample

|

Anonymous donor
makes $50,000
global grant possible

$5 LUNCH SPECIAL

Global Grants provides funding to students
for education abroad opportunities
Cambray Provo
Staff Writer
This academic year, the Seattle
University Academic Office introduced a new program focusing on
the development of models and
programs for experiential international learning.
Proposed models could have
both a local and international focus. The Global Grants Program
provides a total of $50,000 for
current students, staff and faculty
ofSeattle U, though one full-time
faculty member was required as a
participant for each application.
The Global Grants Program was
funded through a generous donation by an anonymous benefactor
and there is no fixed amount given
for each grant.
This program was coordinated
by the Office of Global Engagement
and the Global Advisory Team,
a committee of representatives
from each college and across the
campus.
The program is focused on
Seattle U's Jesuit mission as projects proposing to work towards issues such as less resourceful regions
and developing nations were given
preference.
According to the selection criteria, applicants for the Global
Grants Program must conduct research which leads to student learning benefits, such as new teaching

modules.

Utilizing a realistic timelineand
providing a cost-benefit of budget
and other resources to number
of students impacted

key

criteria in

also
selecting winning
were

recipients.
Next year, winning recipients
must submit a results summary detailing the results of their project.
This report will include a summary of activities, the impact of
the project and expected ongoing results, and lessons learned.
Recipients also will provide photos
of their project.
For those interested in pursuing
funding for internationally focused
projects elsewhere, other opportunities exist through other university

departments.
According

to Victoria Jones,
the Associate Provost for Global
Engagement who is responsible for
the Global Grants Program, "other
international funding opportunities are designed specifically for students. Robin Craggs in Education
Abroad can provide more information about these."
The Jan. 31 deadline for the
Global Grants Program has passed
for this year.
Winning applicants will be announced by the Global Advisory
Team this quarter.

Cambray may be reached at
cprovo@su-spectator.com

Kokeb Ethiopian Restaurant
816 12th Ave Seattle, WA 98122 | 206-328-4050 | kokebrestaurant.com/

Includes:
Main dish (beef, chicken or mixed vegetables)
Soup (lentil or chicken)
Seasoned rice
Salad
Ethiopian bread
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Specs of the
Rolston lecture Feb. 10

su-spectator.com/news

the second author in the lecture
series which focuses on exploring
the faith and intellect. The lecture
and subsequent book signing will
be on Thursday at 7 p.m. in the
Pigott Auditorium.

On Feb. 10, science and religion philosopher Holmes Rolston
111 will be presenting his latest
book, "Three Big Bangs: MatterEnergy, Life, Mind" as a part ofthe
Catholic Heritage Lecture series.
Rolston is a professor ofphilosophy
at Colorado State University, and
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in parking prices on Capitol Hill,
Lisa Chang, owner of Broadway
Boutique and Trendy Wendy, is
encouraging patrons and fellow
business owners to call Mayor
Mike McGinn to express their
disapproval. News of Chang's call
to action broke on Capitol Hill
Seattle Blog, and Chang posted a
sign on the door of shops saying,
"This business is against the parking rate hike, help us keep parking
for patrons." The parking prices are
set to increase by $ 1 and paid parking hours will extend from 6 to 8
p.m. on Capitol Hill at the end of
the month.
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House rejects
extensions of Patriot
Act provisions
Multi phone wiretaps, secret surveillance clauses in
Patriot Act set to expire Feb. 28
Jim Abrams

Associated Press
The House on Tuesday failed
extend the life of three surveillance tools that are key to the nation's post-Sept. 11 anti-terror law,
a slipup for the new Republican
leadership that miscalculated the
level of opposition.
The House voted 277-148 to
keep the three provisions of the
USA Patriot Act on the books until
Dec. 8. But Republicans brought
up the bill under a special expedited
procedure requiring a two-thirds
majority, and the vote was seven
short ofreaching that level.
The Republicans, who took over
the House last month, lost 26 of
their own members, adding to the
122 Democrats who voted against
it. Supporters say the three measures are vital to preventing another
terrorist attack, but critics say they
infringe on civil liberties. They appealed to the antipathy that newer
and more conservative Republicans
hold for big government invasions
of individual privacy.
Earlier on Tuesday, Republicans
also pulled a bill from the floor
because of dissatisfaction about
extending trade benefits for three
South American countries while
continuing a program that helps
retrain Americans who lose their
jobs to foreign competition.
The Patriot Act bill would have
renewed the authority for court-approved roving wiretaps that permit
surveillance on multiple phones.
Also addressed was Section 215, the
so-called library records provision
that gives the FBI court-approved
access to "any tangible thing" relevant to a terrorism investigation.
The third deals with the "lonewolf" provision of a 2004 anti-terror law that permits secret intelligence surveillance of non-U.S. people not known to be affiliated with
a specific terrorist organization.
Sen. James Sensenbrenner,
R-Wis., the former Judiciary
Committee chairman who authored the 2001 Patriot Act, urged
his colleagues to support the extensions, saying they were needed as
to
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until permanent
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could be agreed upon.
"The terrorist threat has not
subsided and will not expire, and
neither should our national security
laws," he said.
But Rep. Dennis Kucinich,
D-Ohio, said Republican supporters of the tea party movement
should show their opposition to big
government by joining Democrats
in opposing the measure.
"How about the Patriot Act,
which has the broadest reach and
the deepest reach of government to
our daily lives?" he asked.
The defeat means that
Republicans may have to bring
the bill back to the floor under
regular procedures that only require a majority for passage but

allow for amendments. Time is of
the essence: The three provisions
will expire on Feb. 28 if the House
and Senate can't agree on how to
proceed.
The House had pushed for a
nine-month extension to give lawmakers more time to come up with
an approach that would give the
measures permanent legal status.
The Senate is considering longerrange ideas.
Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.,
last month introduced legislation
that would extend the three provisions through 2013 while improving oversight of intelligencegathering tools. Leahy would also
phase out, at the end of 2013, the
use ofnational security letters, FBI
demands for information that do
not need a judge's approval.
The Senate also has on its legislative calendar a bill by Sen. Dianne
Feinstein, D-Calif., that would
reauthorize the three measures
through 2013 and a Republican
proposal that would make them
permanent.

The White House, in a statesaid it did not object to the
House bill but "would strongly

ment,

The terrorist threat
has not subsided
and will not expire.
James Sensenbrenner
Senator
prefer" extending the provisions
the end of 2013, saying that
"provides the necessary certainty
and predictability that our nations
intelligence and law enforcement
agencies require."
Leahy, who introduced a nearly
identical bill last year that the Senate
did not take up, said in December
that he had received a letter from
Attorney General Eric Holder saying that the Justice Department was
implementing several oversight and
civil liberties measures included in
his legislation.
Those included requirements
that the government show relevance
to an authorized investigation
when seeking library or bookseller
records, and similarly that the FBI
show that information it is seeking with a national security letter is
relevant to an investigation.
to

Michelle Richardson, legislative counsel of the American Civil
Liberties Union, said she was "glad
to see there is bipartisan opposition
to the Patriot Act 10 years later."
The ACLU is a strong opponent
of the three provisions, saying they
lack proper and fundamental privacy safeguards.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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STM book fair

welcomes writers
on faith, spirituality
Authors Anne Lamott and Tariq Ramadan were
the two keynote speakers for the School of Theology and Ministry's annual Spirituality Book Fair, held
all day Feb. 5 in the Pigott building. The fair gathers
authors from the Northwest region each year to discuss the forefront of spirituality-based literature.

Lindsey

Sletten gets 2nd
award of the year

((

How do I get into a closed core class?
What if I might be interested in going to law school?

Seattle Police Chief John Diaz grants P-Safe director
award for two decades of service to community
Spencer Latham

Volunteer Writer
Dynamic public safety involves
managing the general public safety
while fostering community dialogue. There are a lot of different
interests to consider, while trying
to maintain the overall goal of
people being able to live in peace,
and Mike Sletten is in the middle
of it all.
Mike Sletten, director of Public
Safety at Seattle University takes
a dynamic approach to a complicated job. Last October, he
won the Seattle Neighborhood
Group's Community Builder
Award and this month the Seattle
Police Department gave Sletten a

Certification of Appreciation.
The award he received last
October acknowledged his commitment to fostering safety in
the community for 20 years. In
regards to the most recent award,
Seattle Police Chief John Diaz
said, "This certificate of appreciation acknowledges the tremendous
partnership between Seattle U and
the Seattle Police Department, and
Mike Sletten's role as a community
leader."
Sletten explained that he sees his

job as, "fostering dynamic public
safety with the campus, and the
surrounding businesses, residents,
neighborhoods, hospitals and the
SPD." Capitol Hill is a diverse
community with different people
having different needs.
He doesn't want an inefficient
bureaucracy where people are frustrated that their voices are not being heard. "I don't want people to
think that their complaints are just
getting filed away," he adds.
Sletten meets with the community twice a month so that they can
voice their concerns. Being engaged
with the community is one part of
his approach; having a close working relationship with the Seattle
Police Department is another.
Sletten's most recent award from
the SPD reflects this. An integral
part of maintaining safety on campus is working with the SPD, who

maintain safety outside of campus. For example, when Seattle
Academy and the nearby hospitals
reported property missing, Sletten
was quickly informed by members
of the community.
He worked with the SPD and

How do I interpret my program evaluation?

What ifI want to change my major?

I

»

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

ACADEMIC ADVISING SUPIPOPT CENTER

the

suspect was apprehended on
campus before any Seattle U stu-

dents were directly affected.
Sletten's job is not without its
challenges and Public Safety has
felt both the effects of the faltering
economy and an upsurge in student
presence on campus.

Wasson | The Spectatoi

DROP-IN OR CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT
MONDAY FRIDAY 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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Casey Ist Floor, West Wing 206.296.2840
www. seattleu. edu / artsci / advising
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Sletten is optimistic
about impending

Paid
internships
available

increases in officers.
Seattle U has to be as fiscally responsible as possible which means
funding for Public Safety is more
limited than before. Since the reconstruction of the library, more
and more students are using the

university's facilities.
Property and safety are at a
higher risk which means there
needs to be more Public Safety officers on duty. Sletten is optimistic
that increase will happen sooner
rather than later.
He is also working with the
Office of Information Technology
to figure out ways to better secure
technological devices like cameras
that students check out from oncampus technology centers.
Currently, ASSU and Sletten
are working on training officers
to fairly enforce the no-smoking
policy and work out the logistics
of the bike share program.
"Any interaction I have with
Mike is positive. He's always responsive to our needs. Even if it's
something he can't help us with
he will point us in the right direction," said ASSU President Kevin

Eggers.
Spencer may be reached at
lathamsl @seattleu.edu

for content writers and editors

with strong social networking skills
for web based non-profit
to monitor and influence online search trends,

;

I

Spanish Bilingual is a plus.

Flexible day & eve hours available, Capitol Hill location.
Email resume and brief writing sample to
George_galaxy@hotmail.com
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et cetera

public
safety
reports

Suspicious Circumstance
Feb. 3, 6:00 p.m.

A student reported a briefcase
hadbeen placed in the shrubbery
in the quad by an unknown male.
Nothing of concern was found.

the spectator
recommends
nvrn lecture

Catholic Heritage Speaker
Welfare Check
Feb. 3, 6:05 p.m.

Anyone who has the name Holmes Rolston 111
is probably worth listening to based on the fact that

A student was reported feeling
depressed in Chardin and was
escorted to a local hospital.
Suspicious Person
Feb. 4,11:00 p.m.
Two non-affiliate males were reported soliciting programming to
students on the Student Center
Skybridge. They cleared campus
upon contact.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 20.

February 9, 2011

his name sounds that important. In this case Rolston
only sounds important, but is also a philosophy
professor at Colorado State University and will be
speaking at the Catholic Heritage Lecture Series
about" Three Big Bangs: The Evolution ofMatterEnergy, Life, Mind," From 7 to 9 p.m. in Pigott
Auditorium. The series explores the intersection of
Catholicism and culture, and aims to engagevarious
religious communities around Seatde.

rrn

poetry

With the gray weather outside, is there a better
way to spend the day than savoring a delicious warm
beverage in the warm embrace ofElliott Bay Book
Company? Adding in a poetry reading from a book
tided "Beautiful Passing Lives Winter Arguments,"
could only make it better. Edward Harkness and
Anne Pitkin will be presenting a poetry reading from
the book, and the event will begin at 7 p.m.

J.IHj THEATER

HAM The Vagina Monologues
The Seatde U Society ofFeminists will bring
back The Vagina Monologues. The show is based
on interviews with over 200 women and celebrates
their stories with humor and grace, and has helped
voice many women's experiences and feelings for
more than 12years. The showwill be held from 7:30
to 9 p.m. in the Pigott Auditorium.

R¥T3 LECTURE

wLfm Poetry and Psychoanalysis

The Psychology Department is sponsoring an
Stephen Maurer will present from
"Side Effects: Poems of Remedy and Doubt from
theLife ofa Psychoanalyst," poems arranged in a fictionalnarrative. Maurer wrote thebook after leaving
the world ofpsychoanalysis and finding that writing
poetry about is often deepened his reflections and
memories ofhis experiences. The event will be held
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. in Casey Commons, and an
RSVP is recommended. Contact Ada Fetters, fettersa@seattleu.edu if interested.
event where Dr.

DISCUSSION

not

I

finally ask that special someone if he or she will be
your Valentine. Even though not everyone will admit it, everyone secretly wants to live the plot line
of "An Affair to Remember."

Beautiful Passing Lives
EMM Winter Arguments

mm Poverty Forum
The forum aims to open a dialogue about the
issues surrounding urban poverty and unite a diverse
community working to address the problems the
poorest among us face every day. It will include a
variety of speakers including the founder of Real
Change News, A Daktari Alexander, assistant professor at Seattle University Department of Criminal
Justice, and various others. The event will be held
from 1 to 3 p.m. at Town Hall, and an RSVP is
recommended. Contact the Center for the Study

|HT3SI

Former Federal officials and White House ecowill offer an accessible discussion
of how monetary policy works in principle and
practice, as well as what the current policy of"loose
money" means for business risks and opportunities.
The event is sponsored by Dino Falaschetti, Gleed
Chair and Visiting Professor ofFinance and Business
law, and will be held from 5 to 6:15 p.m. in the
Pigott Auditorium.
nomic advisers

of Justice in Society at csjs@seatdeu.edu.

IYTSWI

DISCUSSION

|yaJ Politics, Economics and
EjH Business of Easy Money

holiday

MM Valentine's Day
Celebrate love if you can or simply seize the
opportunity on the most cliche day of the year to
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30. None left

1. Snakes
2. Composer Simon

32. Noblemen

3. A distance
n

69

Find solutions at our Web site: su-spectator.com

Across

1. Exclamation
5. Look at angrily
10. God of war
14. Couch
15. Airplane detector

16. Borrow
17. Guideline
18. Run away and marry
19. First-nation peruvian
20. Peaceful
22. Person in charge
24. Part of Canada
28. Civil War prez

31. From Spain of France
32. Hearing device
35. Picture taking machine
37. Part of the mind
38. Legal battle
39. Bird of prey
40. Lacking resources
42. Cost
43. Egyptian measure
44. Places to set food
45. Capital management company
46. Swedish rocker Ura
49. French relig. title

J. Adrian Munger | The Spectator

50. Drugged
51. Novelist Christie
55. City on the Rio Grande
60. Companion
61. Curtain
65. Agree
66. North Carolina college
67. Excited
68. Notification architecture, for
short

69. Vemes Captain
70. Ditches
71. South Indian city

4. In a right mind
5. Super Bowl team
6. NBA team
y Tj me W aSting bother Over trivial
-

details
8. Hip hop
9. Mcyor windfarm designer
10. Opera climax

11. Tear
12. Companion of -ance
13. Distant sun
21. With Dame, major US university
23. Large epoch
25. Cyrillic letter
26. Southwest state
27. Dispose of
28. Baby oak

29. Bottom

33. Valuable item or property
34. Actress Witherspoon
36. Before
38. Taxi
40. Superbowl team
41. Chinese bear
43. Primary color
46. Fire residue
47. Man in charge
48. Ave.
51. Prayer end
52. Storm
53. Molecule part
54. Jewelry company
56. Anger
57. All time
58. Iranian mountains
59. Of the mouth
62. Vitamin A activity
63. Writing utensil

et cetera

|
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Campus Voice:
What do you think of
SU's new slogan "on
a mission"?
Ben Mouch
Sophomore, Digital Design

"We didn't really get 'back in
the game'... I feel like 'on a
mission' is a lot more inspiring."

Gabrielle Porter
Sophomore, Photography
and International Studies

"I think it's dumb and horribly
insulting to all the people who
were murdered by Catholics
'on a mission' during the

Katherine Owen
Sophomore, Political Science
Bree Keaveney
Junior, Sociology
"It kind of sounds like Neocolonialism. What's up with
that?

Crusades."

"Sounds like we're a bureaucratic militaristic
dictatorship school. It doesn't represent our
liberal arts background.
Aziz Yuldashev

Junior, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Interviews and photos by Lindsey Wasson

FEB 22 WASHINGTON VS. SEATTLEU
KEYARENA 7:10
*STUDENTS/FACULTY/STAFF TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE
STUDENT CENTER STARTING TUES, FEBRUARY 15 AT 10:00 AM
(Two free tickets per student ID. Tickets available at Key Arena Box Office on game day)
BUSES TO KEYARENA START AT 5:30, PICK UP AT THE
UNIVERSITY SEAL; CONTINUOUS SERVICE, RETURN ANYTIME
*

WEAR REI BE LOUD
GOSEATTLEU.COM
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Growing
As Seattle University grows, it is also entering its av
Kelton Sears
Entertainment Editor
The marketing team at Seattle University doesn't
mess around.
After arriving at the Marketing and Communications building
for my 1 p.m. meeting (which I was asked to confirm twice), I am
prompdy whisked to an empty board room, handed a glass of water
and told the marketing team will arrive shortly. There is an eerie
silence after the door shuts, and I am left alone in this room in my
metal swivel chair, wondering if Soon Beng Yeap, the head of the
school's Marketing and Communications department will remember
who 1 am. Ifhe does remember who I am, I wonder ifhe will remember how an article I wrote last year about the school's marketing really
rubbed him the wrong way. Nervously, I sip on my water.

I set out to write this article because I feel like lately, there has
been a general sense of malaiseamong students and faculty at Seatde
U, me included. It s not coming from one direct group in particular,
it s coming from almost absolutely everyone.Lots ofpeople will tell
you it's because ofsports. Some will tell you it's the huge freshmen
class. Others will tell you it's a lack of support for the arts.
If you push any ofthese people for enough though, you'll begin
to see that they can't really articulate what is bothering them. And
I think this is the wider truth: a huge number of people at Seatde
U feel that something is wrong with the way the school is going,
but they can't really tell you what that is. Instead they point to any
number of small things.
The most common thing they'll point to is actually pretty big

though, physically

at least.

"I remember I was walking down to the Student Center and I
see this big banner that says 'GO REDHAWKS,' and I go 'whoa.'"
Fr. Stephen Sundborg S.J. says, suddenly more animated than he is
at any other point in our interview in his posh office.
His voice fluctuates, shifting up and down dramatically as he
reenacts the first time he saw the gargantuan banner that has become a symbol for the school's dramatic growth.
"But I thought, you know, that's okay. It's a little bit garish.
It's a litde bit too much. It's a litde bit over the top, unusual. It
doesn't quite feel like Seatde U. It feels a bit like something else,"
Sundborg says, gesticulating animatedly. "But you know, that's
alright. I had to remind myself that this is okay, because it's fun,
and even though Seattle University might not have done things
like this in the past, it's okay."

I remember walking down to the Student

Center and I see this big banner that says
"GO REDHAWKS," and I go "whoa."
Fr. Stephen Sundborg S.J.

President

is currently entering its adolescence. The school is undeniably growing. It is no longer a litde kid. It is getting braces, sprouting acne and
its voice is starting to crack. Hie Go Redhawks" banner,
along with
the "Redhawks Fever" flags around campus, are the metaphorical
telltale armpit hairs of the university, signifying the departure of
youth and ushering in the awkwardness of young adulthood. The
highlight of any cumbersome adolescence is the classic "search for
an identity," where you ask yourself all the big questions
about who
you really are and what you're really about.
Seattle U is doing that exact same search right now, and one
woman on the marketing team is acting as Seatde Us
exhausted
supportive mother throughout the process, trying her hardest to
help this hormonal teenager figure out who they are.

The door opens and in walks a woman. "This
is Mary Olson, our brand director," Yeap
says.
Mary Olson has some tough
work ahead of her. She has the
enormous task of spearheading the Values and Identity
Project (VIP), which is set
to begin in the middle of
the year. The VIP is es-

sentially a reality check
for the school, a massiv
project that will involve
committees, faculty
and student interviews,
assistance from outside
companies, number

Last year, The Spectator set out to address the issue of the university's changing image a number of times. Curious as to what
direction the school was going with its branding, Soon Beng Yeap
was a crucial person to speak to for the story. Yeap is a busy
guy. crunching, benchTo give you some briefbackground, Yeap has worked and taught marking and much
in England, Malaysia and Australia. He's worked in reputation to answer one simmanagement and strategic communications for Starbucks in ple question:
36 countries.
What is Seattle
Now he is in charge of the school's Marketing and
University?
Communications department, or MarComm for short. He is de"I don't know,"
cidedly old school in his approach, lots offast talking.
Olson says. "I mean,
The problem was that Yeap wasn't talking to The Spectator it's going to be quite
much at all.

Multiple attempts at interviews over a period ofmonths defeated
reporter after reporter assigned to the story. This wasn't helped by
the age old quiet rivalry between university marketing departments
and newspapers, two organizations often seen as opposing forces.
Marketing attempting to build the university up, student journalists attempting to expose all the cracks. When I got assigned the
story, I ran into the same issues everyone else at The Spectator had.
Yeap was too busy to talk. The most I could manage from Yeap

a process,

and we're

exacdy sure how
we're going to go
not

about it yet, but
it's going to
be
a
very

were some vague statements about how great the school was, sent
via e-mail.
The resulting article was a sloppy mishmash of quotes that said
very little about anything, except that Mara Adelman, a communications professor, was unhappy about the university's marketing.
Because of the juxtaposition of the quotes, the article read like
a back and forth between Adelman and Yeap, despite the fact
that no dialogue was actually occurring. Yeap was not happy, to
say the least, and had a stern meeting with my editor and me
after the article went to print. The article read like an angry
student's feeble attempt at criticizing the school for its new

emphasis on sports.
And this is mostly why I am nervous to talk to
Yeap again.
The door opens and in walks Yeap, followed by two
people I haven't seen before. He shakes my hand firml)
and asks my name. I reluctandy tell him who I am.
"I'm Kelton Sears," I say.
Kelton, nice to meet you," he says, gripping

my hand tighdy.
Everything is going to be okay.
Remember—this is comingfrom the man who originallyproposed
Yeap introduces me to Stacy Howard, MarComm's
Seattle Universitys shift to Division One athletics. This is coming from newly hired media
relations specialist; as well as DJ
the president ofthe university.
Weidner, a Seatde U graduate who now works as a soSundborg is not out to turn the school into a money-making cial media coordinator for the school, spending most
Division One sports machine. This becomes apparent almost imofhis day on the university's Facebook and Twitter acmediately after we start our interview. Sundborg not only acknowlcounts. Howard led the recent launch of Seatde Us new
edges that there is a push back from students pointed at Division online news portal, an extension ofthe Seatde U website that
One athletics, he is extremely concerned about how that shift is serves as a news center for the school. She also led the
creation of
affecting the university.
the school's new Twitter page, which tweets many ofthe posts on
"We have to be careful as we do this shift to Division One not the portal.
to change the university from what we know and love, and 1 think
"We can go out to the media and tell them, 'hey, we have a great
that's the student concern with the banner," Sundborg says. "What story happening at Seatde
University that you might be interested
students are essentially saying is that they like the university they in, and they will probably most likely choose not to cover it,"
Yeap
chose and they don't want this new push for intercollegiate sports says. So, what Stacy did with
the news portal and the new Twitter
to redefine the school they chose in the first place. And we have
is take charge of those stories so we can tell them ourselves."
to respect that."
I start feeling that old pang of self-righteous anger that I think
Much of the language Sundborg uses during our talk includes I share with many students. How come MarComm
gets to decide
words like "transition," "intermediate" and "shifting."
what story Seattle Uis telling? How do they know what Seattle Uis
This is somewhat telling. Seatde U, for all intents and purposes, all aboutf
'

Trevor Brown | The Spectator
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wkward phase. Don't worry. It's normal.
extensive review to figure out if the real, current culture:
at theschool matches up with the school's values
and identity."
The impetus for the project is the
fact that the school is in fact in
this adolescence.
Mary Olson is the uni-

sneaking suspicion that not surprisingly, the findings will be that
the current culture at Seattle Uis ravenously hungry for sports,
"I want the first thing when people think of Seattle U
that we ve all irrevocably caught Redhawk Fever and the only cure to be academics. I think we're
way better academically than
is more Redhawk. I repeatedly ask Olson what she thinks she'll people recognize."
discover with the project, subdy suggesting she might be surprised
Sundborg enumerates the details of an academic strategic acat what she finds. Images of repressed art students and undertion plan, a process the school is undertaking that involves refunded classrooms float through my head, the same that floated vamping the Core curriculum, funding more staff development,
versity's identity director through last year as I was writing my awful article. Luckily, Olson creating better facilities for research and
sciences, among a list of
of sorts right now, helpsees right through me.
other things.
"I'm getting the sense that you're worried about how we are
ing Rudy the Redhawk
Out of the school's entire budget, Sundborg informs me that the
figure out who he is. going to narrow the story the school is telling," Olson says. "What money allocated towards sports can never exceed 5
percent.
Quite an exhausting you need to remember is that I'm not in charge of that. We as a
"If students are concerned about that, I want to let them
job, considering how marketing team don't create the culture at Seatde University. I don't know that we spend almost five to 10 times more
money on
many different things create that. The culture is already there, it's just our job to go out academics and facilities than we do sports.
That 5 percent for
Seatde U is trying to be and try to define what that is and focus it into something tangible sports is a
definitive cap," he adds.
and accomplish. Seatde that we can present. That's the purpose ofthis project. Narrowing
U is not only trying to that story based on what stories are already out there."
be Division One, it's
Weidner, the youngest member of the marketing team (a memWe as a marketing team don't create
also trying to be about ber of what Yeap deems the "Look at Me" generation during the
academics, arts, strong interview, a suggestion that makes DJ and I grimace slighdy) the culture at [SU]. I don't create
faculty, global perspecchimes in.
tive, Jesuit values,
"I know what you're talkingabout," Weidner says. "When I was that. The culture is already there.
social justice and an a student at Seatde U there was this tension too. I totally relate to
urban school. And that resistance towards the school and the sort of distrust there.
Mary Olson
even after that long
But what I learned when I came here is that things are actually
Brand Director
list, there are probably a lot more complicated than most students realize. For instance,

i

:

s

still a number of things
left out.
I'm skeptical of this
whole VIP thing.
I have a

the Ban the Bottle campaign that was responsible for the new taps
fountains this past year actually started when I was in
school. Students forget that things take a long time."
Weidner has a point. You can't make everyone happy, but you
especially can't make everyone happy right now at this very moment, instantaneously. Patience is not something students often
think of when they see the giant Redhawks banner. Maybe it
should be.
"And something to remember too, students have a voice in
what goes on. We want to hear from students. Generally when
students e-mail us, we respond to their concerns. The banners
you're talking about that students are reacting to, they actually
came from talks with RedZone. Students suggested it. Students
have a say in what goes on at the school."
we put on

{

And with that one quip, Sundborg immediately disarms the
main arguments of countless students.
Sundborg leans back in his plush chair, looking out
the window.
There's a question out there about how much any effort
you take in representing your values and identity really makes a
difference in how you are perceived, versus just becoming inherently better in those areas. I think becoming inherently better is
a greater statement than anything else we could try to say."
Sundborg knows that in the end, really good marketing only
goes so far. It's not really fooling anyone. And that's refreshing to
know. It's refreshing to know that the school wants to get better
by actually getting better.
"And better doesn't mean bigger. If there's one thing I
want to stress to students, it's that we don't want to get bigger. We did not intend to admit as many students into the
freshmen class as we did. I want to stress that we are taking
great care to assure that Seattle U stays a small school with a

One of the crucial parts of adolescence is the dumb but
extremely necessary process ofrebellion. You play loud music. You talk back. You carve anarchy symbols on your desk
without really knowing what they mean. It's not always
productive, but it's extremely necessary. By confronting great community."
everything that's presented to you head on, you are able to
The marketing team is not evil. Sundborg is not evil. Whether
sift through the truth and the lies and come out looking you believe it or not, they want the best for
you.
more like the person who you really want to be. The most
Acne-ridden adolescents often forget that about their
important person in this dialogue usually becomes your parents. They forget that things take time. That growth isn't
parents. Rebelling against your parents is important,
instantaneous and that it's necessary to be awkward and unbut it's also important to remember that they have comfortable for a time. We as students make up the awkyour best interest in mind, even though they may ward pubescent body of the school and it's our job to chalnot understand what that looks like yet.
lenge our "parents" a little bit. It's important. Sundborg
Morgan Klaas is a rebel. She doesn't look like and the marketing team welcome that. We need to rebel a
it, but she is. The junior political science major

litde bit.

fought hard last year on the committee that negotiIf you're not happy with the school for one reason or anated between Nike and the Seattle U on the issue of other, say something. E-mail marketing. E-mail
DJ Weidner.
sweatshop labor. I catch her outside of her theology Post on Seattle U's Facebook. Join a committee. Talk to ASSU.
class, mentioning that I talked about her recendy.
Flag down Fr. Steve next time you see him buying mints at
"What? Where?" she asks.

The marketing team actually mentioned Klass
specifically as a student who has had an effect on
the school.
"Oh really? I was telling my mom just recently
that I've actually started feeling detached from
the school lately ... actually, that's not true." She
quickly backpedals.
'Even though the committees I'm on meet only once
a quarter, I've found the meetings are actually extremely
productive and executives are actually very concerned with

student voice and concern," Klaas says.
Klaas' professor calls her back into class, break is over.
DJ wasn't
lying apparendy. Students do actually have an impact on what goes
on at the university.

the bookstore.
They want you to. The school will never know what you think
if you don't say anything. The VIP program won't work if you
don't say anything. Speak up.
But just remember, this adolescence is normal. The hair
you see down there—it's normal and totally OK. It's a little
gross right now, but completely natural. Rudy the Redhawk
will buy some acne cream, start wearing deodorant and
dress like an adult soon enough. In the meantime, it's our
job to help his parents, our parents, get him through this
phase. Otherwise, Rudy isn't going to be going on a date
anytime soon.

Kelton may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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Fred Wildlife Refuge: a funky new artspace
John Beaton

Staff Writer
Near the corner of Boylston
Street and Olive Way, tucked
away rather inconspicuously, lies
Fred Wildlife Refuge. If you are
in the mood to see Mother Nature
in its entire splendor, perhaps you
should still go to the zoo; this
Wildlife Refuge has no wild ani-

mals in it. However, if you are in
the mood to see some amazing art
in a unique place then you should
definitely go.
Fred Wildlife Refuge is a twostory building that was once
owned by 1960's World s Fair photographer Fred Milkey, but now
serves as an art forum of sorts for
Seattleites. Fhe building is an interesting maze of rooms that serve
as studios, show rooms and lounges. The entry room gives anyone
who cares to stop by a preview of
what to expect with an eye-catching display of animal-patterned
wallpaper, pop art and mock
stuffed animals.
If you can pull your inquisitive
gaze from these unconventional
decorations, you might happen
to notice a bespectacled, bearded
man walking the creative corridors.
His name is Chris Snell and he is
the owner of the place. Along side
him you might also find a woman
carrying a little dog. Her name is
Fae and she manages the strange
building. Thankfully bothof them
were able to explain its purpose.
Snell described the place as a
location that serves as a "collaborative art incubator" in which artists
can get

together and collaborate

with dissimilar genres. For example a literary artist might want to
use an auditory or digital medium

Compliments

of Victoria Holt

Fred Wildlife Refuge acts as an artistic laboratory" where music, art and performance all converge
under one roof.

supplement a different piece of
and this building acts as a medium through which that is more

is located near Pike Place Market,
but felt limited in that respect due

easily facilitated.
"It's basically like an artistic
laboratory," said Snell.

uct

to

art

The whole project got started
because the owner wanted a place
where production, prep, presentation and collaboration could all
occur under one roof. Previously,
Snell used to organize events
through another club that he
owns called the Can-Can, which

to the fact
—

that only the final prod-

in this case music—

could

be experienced there.
Snell liked to look at Fred
Wildlife Refuge as a staging area
for art that would later be experienced and enjoyed.
Both Fae and Snell used their
personal social resources to network and find potential artists.
These artists could then be invited
to collaboratewith a project oftheir

choosing. Then at the location artUnfortunately, the location
ists could work on pieces and later is not like a gallery because it is
could be presented there.
not often open for "lookie-loo's."
The whole process, including It's more like a workshop that is
the building itself, is funded by a work of art in itself. However,
renting out the space for private anyone can go to events that are
events, which can range from art
actively advertised on the venues
screening to DJ shows. However, website. Also, people may also
the revenue is not the bottomline submit resumes and portfolios if
of this organization. Snell went they wish to partake in this colon to say how those events basilaborative commune.
cally pay the bills; the real heart
and soul lies with the artists that John may be reached at
collaborate within it.
jbeaton@specator.com

Eltana offers up Montreal style woodfire bagels
Ellie White

Staff Writer
Many trendy food stops on
Capitol Hill have come and
gone. People are always looking
for the next food fixation and
our neighborhood does not disappoint. First, cupcakes soaked
up the glory perpetuated by our
constant need

of culinary niches,
then sushi rode the wave for a

Sonya

Ekstrom | The Spectator

Ettana Wood-Fired Bagel Cafe, located on 12th and Pine, just opened
a little over a month ago on Capitol Hill.

while. Now we have moved on to
bagels, and if you're still making
your weekly bagel stops at Noah's
Bagels, you are doing everything
wrong.
The newest breakfast stop
is Eltana Bagels, conveniently
located across from the East
Precinct police station on Pine
Street. Eltana's schtick is its
Montreal style bagels, meaning
they are handmade and cooked in
a woodfire oven, giving them just
the right amount of originality
necessary to set them apart.
The shop itself is a converted
garage with plenty of seating, big
windows and high ceilings. The

layout feels open and is sparsely decorated except for a giant
crossword puzzle taking up one
of the walls almost entirely. Next
to the crossword are identical
paper copies of it, allowing customers to add thinking and word
association to their morning
routine.
• The menu offers a variety
of unfamiliar sounding options: zhoug egg, beet yogurt
sumac, gingered carrot and lentil bulgar, to name a few. I assume you put these things on
your bagel but I can't be sure.
Don't let these showy choices
deceive you, Eltana sells bagels
and no matter what you end up
putting on it, you still get to eat
a

quality bagel.

The prices are fair for what
Eltana offers; a toasted bagel with
an original, tasty schmear of your
choice for a little under five dol-

lars, including

tax.

Eltana offers a variety of
spreads ranging from sweet
such as the honey almond cream
cheese— to savory, like the spicy

garlic cream. I recommend both,
although the spicy garlic might
be a little too spicy. The bagels
were a little on the small side, but
quite good regardless. The salt
bagel is always a good option as is
the classic plain bagel, no matter
what you put on top of it.
Noah's Bagels on Broadway
used to be the closest thing we
had to a real bagel shop. Eltana
provides a service that is currently
in demand: a fancy, independent
bagel place with some originality.
Visiting Eltana was a good experience, but was not outstandingly
impressive for what it is.
There's no doubt that if
more bagel shops popped up on
Capitol Hill Eltana would feel
the pressure and have to make a
few changes. The upwards offour
dollars per bagel is not realistic
considering what customers look
for in a breakfast stop is a place
they can go every morning without dipping into their savings.

—

Ellie may be reached at
ewhite@spectator.com
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Modest Mouse
Wilco
Flaming Lips

The Decemberists
Bright Eyes
Iron & Wine
Rodrigo Y Gabriela

13 II

lineup forSasquatch ! 201 : MemorialWe kend musicfest at The Gorge offers up some Northwesty
headliners with a healthy helping of festival favorites like Wilco and The Flaming Lips

Official
Foo Fighters
Death Cab For Cutie

the

spectaor
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Pink Martini
Cold War Kids
Old 97s

Ratatat
Wolf Parade
Chromeo
Guided By Voices

MSTRKRFT
Trailer Park Boys
Sleigh Bells
Major Lazer
Flying Lotus

Skrillex
Tokyo Police Club

Yeasayer

Fitz and the Tantrums

Beach House

!!!

Bassnectar

Sharon Jones & The Dap Kings

Robyn
Flogging Molly
Death From Above 1979

Local Natives
Matt & Kim
Deerhunter

Archers of Loaf
Against Me!
The Thermals
Best Coast

Surfer Blood
CSS
Bonobo
City & Colour

Sam Roberts Band
The Radio Dept
Young The Giant
The Antlers
Sharon Van Etten

Jenny & Johnny
Macklemore & Ryan Lewis

The Head & The Heart
Bonobo (DJ set)
Reggie Watts

K-OS
Gayngs
Tim Minchin
The Drums

Villagers
Stomoway
Aloe Black
Black Mountain

Rival Schools
Moondoggies
Noah & The Whale

Smith Westerns

Secret Sisters
Twin Shadow
Das Racist
Wye Oak
Tig Notaro
Wheedle's Groove
Albert Cross
Foster The People
S. Carey
White Denim
Washed Out
Gold Panda
Dan Mangan

Axis of Awesome
The Globes
Cotton Jones
Jaill
Mad Rad
Basia Bulat
Other Lives
The Bronx
Rebecca Gates and the Consortium

White Arrows
Pepper Rabbit

Talkdemonic
The Young Evils

Sasquatch! 2011
Lineup party
offers mostly hype
Das Racist stinks up the Sasquatch announcement
party with their hipster rap, Kanye's absence sorely felt
Kassi Rodgers
News Editor
Unlike the brilliant marketers behind Sasquatch
2011, I will not force you to
jump through 20 hoops to
see the line-up for this year's
festival. What was meant to
inspire excitement about the
Memorial Day festival notorious for MDMA-fueled,
mud stained dance circles,
outdoor bathroom facilities
that get more disgusting as
the weekend marches on and
that warm fuzzy feeling that
comes from the perpetual pot
cloud contact high, may have
in fact caused a range of side
effects. Disappointingly, the

Sasquatch lineup launch party
was not very entertaining, and
at one point I felt inspired to
text a friend a simple, but
advisory message, "I'm currently watching an episode
of Portlandia give birth to a
mutant reenactment of Step

Lewis—all Pacific Northwest
bands—will also take to one
of the many stages.
It wouldn't be completely
out ofleft field to acknowledge
that there was some general
disappointment regarding the
lineup. Rumors about Kanye
West swirled after Coachella
announced that they had
snagged him, a metaphorical wink to those in talent
acquisitions for Sasquatch.
The Sasquatch blog had been
buzzing with rumors of Lil
Wayne, Fleet Foxes, Arcade
Fire, Janelle Monae and Kid
Sister. The lineup, as is the way
of all things in life, is subject
to change at any point.

Seattleites can

rejoice that not
all of the bands

are imports.

Up 3... kill me."

Disappointingly, the
Sasquatch lineup
party was not very

entertaining.
For what it's worth,
the lineup party allowed
Sasquatch fans to sample what
they are likely to get in May,
with 45 minute sets from Mad
Rad, Das Rascist, and The

Thermals.
But enough whining, I
will get to the lineup already.
Making an appearance at this
years head-trip, I mean festival, is Foo Fighters, Death
Cab for Cutie, Modest Mouse,
Wilco and Flaming Lips.
Seattleites can rejoice that not
all of the bands are imports
as Mad Rad, The Thermals,
The Head & The Heart,
and Macklemore and Ryan

Sasquatch 2011 marks the
festival's tenth year of gorging
the Gorge Amphitheatre; the
four day event (an additional
day was added this year) will
run from May 27 to May 30.

It wouldn't be

completely out of
left field to

acknowledge

some general
disappointment.

(ECMestizo
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Hie price for a single day
ticket is $79.50 and four day
inclusive packages are $285
and increasing to $295 after
Feb. 14.
Kassi may be reached at
krodgers@spectator.com

526 Broadway

On the corner of James and Broadway
206.324.2445
elmestizorestaurant.com
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The Spectator asked you, the students, to submit anonymous love
letters online and to boxes attached to newstands in anticipation of
Valentine's Day. You didn't disappoint. The Spectator received letters that spanned the spectrum of human emotion, simultaneously
touching, funny and heartbreaking at the same time.
Love is pretty intense, dude.

To Nicole:
The first day I came to class (I
missed the actual first day) I
saw you and thought to myself,
"Wow, she has got to be one of
the most beautiful girls I've ever
seen." From then on, I've always
looked forward to coming into
our 8 a.m. class, just so that I
may be able to see you. The first
time we made conversation in
lab I knew there was something
about you that just struck me. I
don't know if it was your smile
or just the way you spoke. Ever
since then, you sometimes wave
to me when you come into class
—when that happens I know that
my day will be great no matter
what. We haven't formally introduced ourselves yet, but I plan
to, one of these days, maybe even
ask you for some coffee. If I'm
bold enough, on a date.
P.S. I hope you did well on our
first exam!
P.P.S. We should have a cook
off, you make your favorite dish,
while I treat you to my famous
spam musubi :)

Maria,
I've got a pocket full of Skittles
for you.
I've got a giggle and a cry for
you.
And I think I've got a crush on
you.
Love,
Your Friend
Beanie Boy,

I'm always staring at you because
I think you're hot. Don't know
your name. Happy Valentine's
Day.
—Anonymous Admirer

Dear Ryan,

the callous, untrusting, scared of
I am today.
You're the reason I run from my
problems and can't commit to
anyone. It's YOU, don't you see?
And no matter what I do, who I
date, it'll always be you. That's
what I'm afraid of at least. So let
me go, please just let me go. Now
that we're both away at school
you should be able to let me start
over, be the real me and move
on from the rumor that was you
and me.
Let this be our goodbye. Let
me heal from your betrayal and
move on to someone more worthy of my admiration. Don't talk
to me anymore, don't tempt me
with your "I'm a changed man"
bullshit, because it's all a lie. No
matter what you say or what
you try to give me, it'll never be
enough. It's all just too little too
late. So goodbye Ryan, my sunshine. Goodbye to you and your
miscommunications and your
flip-floppy love. With you, you
commitment bitch

M.K.
Yori, Yori.
The meaning, unknown.
The emotion, undiscovered.
Yet this is what I wish to do.

Simply,
Yori Yori with you.
You make me feel alive.
My heart thumps:
My knees weaken:
When you smile,
When you turn my way.

Simply.
Yori, Yori.
I have discovered it is not an
emotion, but a state of being.
It has no meaning that could
be known in the brain, only the

heart.
Yori, Yori.
Love.

Simply.

I love you. It pains me to say
it but I do. But I don't want to
anymore—after what you did I
should despise you but I can't.
It's really frustrating that you
can't choose who you love, because I never would have picked
you. Connor was sweeter, more
attentive, and trustworthy; it
should've been him but it never
was. He was just my outside
comfort, the boy I could bring
home to meet my parents and
the guy all my friends loved.
You could never be that boy—
you're too weak and impossible.
Even now, four years later, you
still can't admit to anyone what
happened with us. You can't admit that it was always us—-it was
never about anyone else. You can
blame me, tell me it's my fault for
dating your brother, but in the
end it was you. You pushed me to
be that selfish, weak person I was
and still am. You made me into

take my insecurities, my reputation and a little piece ofmy heart
that I will never get back. Do not
turn around, do not call me and
ask "what if?" Just keep walking.
Walk until you can walk no more
and then keep walking. If I never
see you again, it will be too soon.
I hope you realize what you've
lost in your naivety.
Goodbye unrequited love, it was
not nice knowing you. It's time
to find me some real, unrelenting love.

Always,
Mairead

(to be spoken in an Irish
accent)

Dearest Kathleen,
You are my hot, juicy redhead.
Yeah, the one with freckles ;) I
get lost in your gold-speckled
green eyes and your precious,
dimpled smile. They way you
play that African drum makes
me want t0...

dance. Oh yeah.

Show me some of your baby girl
love! Because I love you like an
apple! I love you more than you
love almond butter, more than
you love tea and even more than
you love tea with honey. Please
gurl, I want some mo'!

G.
You are a vision of joy. Your per-

fect curls, your dignified gate,
your charming (if subtle) smile,
all these I adore. The way you
dress is simply exquisite, though
I know your mother picks your
outfits and frankly I find you
just as pleasing without your little green coats. You bring cheer
everywhere you walk. I could
lose myself forever in your deep
brown eyes. I long for those winter eves when we would cuddle
together for the brief moments we
could afford, before the damn'd
call of dionysus pulled us apart
yet again. Though I know your
heart belongs to another truly,
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that much. If we ever end, if we
talking, I don't know
what I'm going to do. I don't know
who is going to comfort me.
But the thing is, you love me.
You care about me and want to
be with me. And how many girls
can say that about an interesting,
funny, sweet, smart, adorable caring guy? So what if you're so far
away? So what if you don't always
respond to my texts straight away,
so what if you don't always call me
back? You love me. And that's all
that matters. You care about me
enough to tell me that, enough
to spend hundreds of dollars to
come up to see me, enough to have
talked to me every day for almost
five months, despite the long, long
distance. Who could ask for more?
Why would I ever ask for more,
when I have you?
You are my comfort, my safety, my
laughter, my friend, my lover, my
support. You said you are always
going to be there when I need you
to be.
You aren't going anywhere, you've
told me that.
So what else am I going to
ask for?
I'm full.
ever stop

Jake,
You told me I was beautiful today. There was all this sun, so
so much sun and it was blinding
me but I looked back at you and
laughed and you told me I was
beautiful. I didn't believe you
because I felt awkward and fat
and cold and my hair was in my
face. But you said you meant it
and I feel like that has made all
the difference.

Sophie

Nicholas,
I

want to

marry you someday.
an asshole.

Please stop being
Sincerely,

J
Peter-Pan

someday we shall meet again and
I shall scratch your ears as your
tail wiggles out the tattoo of our
affection.
Yours,

D
D-Dog,
I like it when you sneeze like a
panda and also when you are the
most angry of aviary species.
You make pizza way tasty when
we're hanging out.
We're gonna have some way good
adventures so make sure you pack
extra pizza!
Way excited for making some
vanilla, strawberry, and chocolate cupcakes with you (Mostly
vanilla!).
Also...(can I swear?) D***, you
sexy.

BIRD!
Love,
K-Cat
P.S. I hope this gets me some.

Seein you on the court,
Seein you in the gym,
Seein you at C-street...
I just wish you weren't with
her...
I wish you were with me...

You think I don't remember. I
told you I don't remember. But
I do. I remember what you said.
You said you think I'm beautiful. You told me I was the best.
You kissed me at the party and
in the hallway when we were saying goodnight. You told me that
you couldn't though, that it was
wrong. And then the next night
we were there, doing exactly the
same thing. Nose to nose, cheek
to cheek, back and forth looking straight into each others eyes.
I'm so confused right now, because you're my best friend and
I don't want to lose you or let
you go. I don't want to lose you
to my feelings.
The only thing I know is that
you kissed me and I liked it. You
kissed my cheek and the top of
my head and I liked it.

Maybe...
Someday.

Timmy,

CT,
Your smile makes my knees
weak.
Your height makes me wonder.
Your eyes make me dream.
Yet I have never heard your
voice,

Never seen your smile turned in
my direction
Never had those eyes do anything
but look through me.
I try.
I wish I knew more about you.
I wish I could talk to you.
I wish your smile was aimed at
me.

Soon.
#12

Andy,

I feel like I'm not enough for you.
I feel like I'm not smart enough,
not interesting enough, that I
don't have enough things to say.

I don't understand why you look
at me and want me. I'm nothing
special at all. I'm just something
because I have you, because I
have you to keep me going and
I feel like I shouldn't rely on you

With your kid-spirit flying high
overhead, ever-chasing that darn
shadow, you're one of the most
beautiful, fun and wonderful men I
know. I don't want to make you
grow up.
I'd be your Wendy any day, and
show you the love that your
strong heart deserves.

Too Much Love
Thanks to the inner affections of ail you
students, The Spectator recieved an
impressive amount of love letters.

Too many to print, on two pages.
For all the juicy love letters that didn't
make it to print visit:
su-spectator.com/entertainment
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Men's basketball falls at home

Athletics looks to
add women's sport
J. Adrian Munger
Staff Writer

Gender equality is

closely scrutinized
during the D-l
certification process.

currently sup17 sports, eight men's
and nine women's teams.

Seattle U
teams

is the only Seattle U
without
a team for both
sport
genders, which boosts the
number of female athletes relative to the total amount. The

Volleyball

volleyball program's offsetting

Sy Bean

|

The Spectator

Jared Stohl of Portland goes up for a shot against Seattle U's Garrett Lever as fans look on Saturday
night at Key Arena. Seattle U lost to Portland 55-71.
Emma McAleavy
Staff Writer
There were 6,111 people watching
the Seattle University Redhawks
battled the University of Portland
Pilots Saturday evening. In the
end, the Redhawks fell to Portland
55-71.
The Pilots gained an early lead
scoring 10 points in the first three
minutes. Seattle UsAaron Broussard
scored 15 {joints in the first half and
the Redhawks rallied to score six consecutive points with just over four
minutes left in the half. Broussard
made two lay-ups with less than four
minutes left, closing the gap to four
points. The Pilots batded back however, and closed the first half leading
by eight points, 26-34.
Head coach Cameron Dollar emphasized the importance of persevering in those situations.
"When you don't get some
of the breaks you want to get,
you've got to stay with it,"
said Dollar.
The Redhawks opened the second
halfwith a strong offense. Sterling
as

Carter scored three three-pointers
in the first three minutes of the second half. The Redhawks were able
to narrow the Pilots' lead down to
four points again before the a few
turnovers by Broussard and Brandon
Durham allowed the Pilots to increase
their lead.
Seattle Us Gavin Gilmore left the
game with an injury several minutes
into the second halfbut was able to
come back in with well over 10 minutes left on the clock. A briefoff-theclock skirmish over a jump ball broke
up the second halfwith nine minutes
left and Carter left the court shordy
thereafter with a cramped leg.
The Redhawks' defense struggled
in the last five minutes of the game,
allowing the Pilots to close the game
with a 16 point lead, 55-71.
Throughout the game, Seattle U
struggled with completing shots; they
especially struggled with hitting the
basket in the first half, specifically
three-point shots. The Redhawks
made 35 percent of attempted shots
(and 16 percent of attempted threepoint shots) in the first half, and 41
percent of attempted shots in the

second half.
"We've got to keep plugging away
and do a better job at helping [the
players] get some of easy baskets,"
Dollar said.
The game was challenging for
Seattle U's offense and defense
alike. But Carter was proud of the
teams

effort.

"I don't think we've ever given
up in game," said Carter.
Dollar emphasized the perseverance of his team as well.

"Through a frustrating night
they continued to give me everything they had, so I can't fault
their effort at all," he said.
But Carter thinks the
Redhawks are still missing some
key ingredient, and he's not sure
what it is.
"If we knew what it was, we'd
have it," Carter said.
Next up, the team will face
the Utah Valley Wolverines tonight at Key Arena. Tip-off is
at 7:10 p.m.
Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com

effect isn't nearly enough to
make the ratio of female athletes to male athletes appropriate for the university.
In addition to the sheer
number of athletes, the
Athletics department is looking
at gender issues in scholarships.
Seattle U already has strict rules
about athletics scholarships
and awards more scholarships
to women.

For instance, the women's
basketball team awards 15 fullride scholarships, while the
men's team gives out 13. This
trend continues in the whole
department. In general, Seattle
U gives out more scholarships
of every kind to women. The
Athletics department and the
university as a whole are trying to ensure this doesn't lead
to gender discrimination and
Title IX violations. Title IX
is a federal law banning discrimination based on gender
in any institution receiving
federal money.

Gender equality

is

closely

scrutinized during the Division
One certification process. In

addition

to

look

at

gender equality

In an effort to increase the
number of female athletes at
Seattle University and accommodate a wider range of interests, the Athletics department
is considering adding another
women's sport.
"We're looking at the possibility of adding a women's sport
in order to bring the ratio of
female athletes to male athletes
closer to the overall school ratio. The school is about 60-40
female-male," said Bill Hogan,
Athletics director.

ports

the overall issue of
in our athletics. We're going to wait and
see what the committee finds
before we move further,"
Hogan said.
The committee would also
look into how many female
athletes should be added and
what sport there is the most
interest in. Currently the
Athletics department is considering five possibilities: diving,
sand volleyball, lacrosse, crew
and bowling. Seattle U already
has a club crew team, which
shows the already strong interest in the sport. Of the five,
crew would also accommodate
the most new athletes, with
most college crew programs
having between 50 and 75
athletes. Crew, however, would
also be the most expensive
sport to add. Boats can easily cost $20,000 and oars are
around $250 each.
"Our biggest issue is maintaining the sports we already
have," Hogan said. "We need
to be sure adding a new sport
to

gender equality,

officials from the NCAA will
assess Seattle U's ability to consider students' athletic interests
and the schools commitment
to improving inequality.
"We're creating a committee

is

financially possible."
The Athletics department

also has to consider which
sports are played by nearby
schools. Bowling, for example,
isn't a sport played by very
many universities on the West
Coast. To compete, Seattle U
would have to fly the athletes
to the East Coast for every
match, which would be expensive and time consuming.
Diving, lacrosse and crew are
more commonly played in
the Northwest.

Our biggest issue is

maintaining the sports

we already have.
Bill Hogan
Athletics Director

If the Athletics Department
to add a bowling proit
will probably mean
gram,
out
and eventually
renting
buying one of the nearby

decides

bowling alleys.
The Garage, a nearby bowling alley and bar, is a possible
choice because almost all of
its business is late at night,
meaning Seattle U could rent
it out during the days. Like
the facilities at the Connolly
Center the lanes would most
likely be available to the entire
student body.
Adrian may be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com
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Climbers ascend on OAR
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
The faint smell of sweat perWorld, a testament
to the feats ofphysical ingenuity that
take place within the premises. The
walls in the gym jut out and slant,
decorated by colorful protrusions of
varying size and shape. Even more
eye-catching than the gyms interior
are the individuals filling it. Men
and women scale the haphazardlooking walls, lunging from one
protrusion to the next, pausing
every so often to reassess their
course of ascension.
meates Vertical

These people are climbers,
and several times a week, students from Seattle University
join their ranks through outings planned by the university's
Outdoor Adventure Recreation
(OAR) program. To hear the
participants tell it, going to
Vertical World is one of the
best deals a Seattle U student
can find.
"You can get a gym membership through [Vertical World]
for $15 a quarter if you sign up
through the Connolly Center,"
said Derron Yuhara, a junior photography major and OAR Board

Leader. "Gym memberships are
usually $50, $60 a month, so you
pretty much break even by going
once."
The inexpensive membership helps attract new
student participants.
"I got into [going to Vertical
World] because I heard it cost
$15 dollars," said sophomore
Ben Anderson. "I never really
rock climbed that much before,
and I just decided to sign up and
try

it."

Several days each week a van
departs from the Bellarmine

turnaround and
students

Scoreboard

Women's Basketball
Long Beach State
2/4
73-54 (W)
Eastern Washington
2/8
74-53 (W)

Men's Basketball
Portland
2/5

transports

Vertical World in
Magnolia. The gym caters to
climbers from of all experience
levels. Some, like Anderson, have
only been rock climbing for a few
months. Others, like sophomore
Conor Roland-Chicvara, are experienced in climbing indoors
and outdoors.
"I haven't had a chance
to climb outside here in
Washington, but I've climbed a
lot back in Oregon, where I'm
from," Roland-Chicvara said. "I
try to go [to Vertical World] once
a week."
to

55-71 a)

Women's Swimming
Boise State

2/5
71-190 (L)

Oregon State
2/5

114.5-146.5 (L)

Men's Tennis
Idaho
2/5

"Gyms are designed to get
people introduced to climbing
without putting them out on a
cliff," Yuhara said. "I climbed in
a gym for a couple of years before I even knew that rock climbing actually existed outside of
a gym."

Joe Dyer [The Spectator

Senior lan Siadak climbs one of the many walls at Vertical World in
Magnolia.

Too often, Yuhara continues,
people make rock climbing out
to be more grandiose than it
really is. After all, the sport is
accessible enough that kids can
go climbing at a gym for their
birthdays. Climbing is difficult,
but it's a challenge many people
can rise to if they commit to using their minds and bodies in
tandem. When he climbs, Yuhara
must figure out how to use his
body to scale a wall.
"[Climbing's] a super mental
challenge," Yuhara said. "It's kind

0-7 (L)

of cool, because by doing it, you
force yourself to overcome a lot of
mental barriers."
At Vertical World, the climbers use the knobs protruding
from the geometric walls as
handles and foot holds. Some
handles are large and grooves
are perfect for a hand to grip or
a foot to rest upon, but others are
small smooth bumps, barely jutting out from the wall. Climbers
confronted by such a bump might
have to hurl themselves upward,
leveraging their foot against a nub
of a handle, to reach a more fitting resting point. Others further
test themselves by only using handles signified by particular color

of tape.
"It's a great workout," RolandChicvara said. "It feels really good
to get to the top of a wall, it gives
you a great feeling."

Washington is a fantastic locaclimbing outdoors too, and
Yuhara hopes to plan about five
trips between now and the end of
the year, traveling each of the state's
diverse climates.
tion for

"Next week, Feb. 19, we're going to try to go up to Larrabee up
by Bellingham," he said. "There's
a lot of great bouldering up
there."
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
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Martinez ready to dive into the business world
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
Andrew Martinez of the men's
swim team is not one of the seniors

who is terrified of what comes
With the final meet of his
Seattle University swim career
approaching, he's mustering up
the wherewithal to survive in the
business world.
In the early stages of his Seattle
U career, Martinez was a political
science major. But as the state of
the economy began to look less and
less promising, he thought that narrowing his focus might make him
a more valuable asset to employers.
So he decided to switch his major to
business economics.
He spent his most recent summer as an intern for Wells Fargo, and
now they have even gone as far as to
offer him a full-time position when
he graduates.
Martinez's driving motivation
and ability to secure a future career

at a time when many
dents are panicking is

college

stunews to

old
his coach, Katherine Cuevas. She
praised his ability to determinewhen
it's time to focus and when to make
everyone laugh.

next.

I'm super sad he's

leaving. Some
losses are just
harder than others.
Katherine Cuevas
Head Coach
"He's such a staple on the team,"
said Cuevas. "He's super optimistic
and goofy at times but really forward

thinking."
She described how it's not going
the same without him and how
his serious drive and hilarious nature
to be

have both been very important factors in the team's success.
"I'm super sad he's leaving," she
said. "Some losses are just harder
than others."
While Cuevas is sad to see him
go, she is confident that Martinez
will continue to be a leader wherever
he ends up.
Before he snagged the internship
with Wells Fargo, Martinez spent
his summers in Concord, Calif.,
where he worked at a local pool.
Most recently, he coached summer
league swim teams made up ofkids
between the ages of four and 18.
He was even able to coach his two
younger brothers.
"It was fun to see them
become better swimmers,"
he said.
Since it's extremely hot in
Concord, Calif., Martinez has
spent most ofhis summer days by
the pool. However, there are a few
non-pool-related activities he enjoys
as well.

"I spend a lot of time with
friends," he said. "I like video games,
long boarding and watching other

sports."

Cuevas praised

Andrew's ability to

world offood preparation and enjoys
culinary experimentation.
"It's been fun learning the ins
and' outs of cooking over the last
few years," he said. "I really like
trying new things to see what
will happen."
He's actually becoming even
more interested in cooking than he
ever

see when it's time to
focus and when to

make everyone laugh.
When he goes home for sumhe plays a lot ofbasketball and
ultimate frisbee. And while he used
to play water polo in high school,
he decided to put all his effort
into swimming.
Martinez also enjoys learning
about history, captivating novels and
cooking. Like many college students,
he has recently stepped into the
mer,

expected.

"I find myself watching
Food Network every once in a
while, trying to pick up ideas,"
he said.
Whether it's in the pool, in the
kitchen or in the business world,
Martinez is always interested and
motivated. And while securing a
good job and being an incredible
swimmer don't necessarily have
anything to do with each other,
Martinez proves that there's still
hope out there for people who work
hard to be successful.

Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
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Patriotism easier
without Patriot Act
With their recent takeover of the House, the Republican
party underestimated their opposition. Now the Patriot Act
faces a gutting of three of its most important provisions: phone
taps, secret surveillance and library record access.
The name "Patriot Act" was always a misleading moniker;
there's something not-too-patriotic about Uncle Sam listening
in on phone conversations with mother or parking unmarked
vans outside peoples homes.
Granted, the post 9/11 anxiety almost demanded something
like this. Paranoia and fear of a follow-up attack pressured the
government into doing something drastic and the Patriot Act
was the most grandiose move in the public sphere.
Thats not counting what moves were made by the government behind the scenes, where the public couldn't see them.
But this is 2011, not 2001, and people want the Constitution
back the way it was, without government snooping.
It's not surprising the extension was shot down, but we
should look more closely at the voting numbers to see how
our representatives really feel.
The extension (expedited by the Republican party) required a
two-thirds majority to pass. It was rejected seven votes under the
required number, meaning 277 out 0f425 representatives supported the Patriot Act and only 148 representatives were comfortable enough in the country's security to water it down.
There is still love for this watchdog; citizens shouldn't underestimate the paranoia within the powers that be. The White
House actually released a statement saying they would "strongly
prefer" seeing the provisions extended to 2013.
People are naturally fearful, but that doesn't mean a rupture
in our Constitutional rights is justified. Is that giving up those
rights worth an extra blanket of safety from "impending" terrorist attacks?

Cam bray Provo
Staff Writer
Ellie White
Staff Writer

su-spectator.com/opinion

Students need to
be active in change
Students often complain about the shortcomings of Seattle
University, but this complaining does not often lead to action.
We gripe to our friends and professors instead of posing ideas
to university administrators. Underclassmen are sometimes
apprehensive to ask for change because they are new to the
university community and inexperienced; upperclassmen suffer from apathy, unmotivated to initiate changes within the
university they won't see in their time as students.
The reality is, we are all stakeholders in this school as students and future alumni. We must acknowledge change takes
time but this does not mean our ideas should go to waste.
Often, students will begin the push to implement ideas and
initiatives to change university practice, but will not be able
to see the result of those efforts during their time at Seattle U.
The students who originally founded Ban the Bottle graduated
before the plastic water bottle ban went into effect on campus.
A club that was once viewed as ineffective and flawed, helped
implement a policy to make our campus even greener.
Other student organizations have similar stories. The
Spectator, for example, has been trying to expand to 24 pages
for more than six years. For those who don't know, that time
period covers the tenure of three editors-in-chief. For the first
time since the idea was proposed, that goal is finally looking
possible within the next year or so.
Not only are we setting a foundation for our careers through
out academic achievements, we are setting a foundation for
the future of the university through our actions in extracurricular activities and in our collaboration with university
administrators.
Students, stop being apathetic. Instead of passively complaining and viewing administrators as enemies, find ways to
work with them to start change now.
Let's build Seattle U into a university of which we will be
proud to be alumni.

The Spectator editorial board consists ofFrances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Kira Brodie, Kassi Rodgers, Kelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake,'
Olivia Johnson, Sarah Hiraki and
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necessarily the views of Seattle University.
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U.S. House barely dodges bullet
Colleen Fontana
Volunteer Writer
Last week, 173 U.S. House of

Representative members co-sponsored a bill which includes a provision that wouldredefine rape, adding
the stipulation "forcible." This means
that, unless there are signs of struggle
on the victims body, then just saying
"no" would not constitute grounds
for an accusation of rape.
The bill, the "No Taxpayer
Funding for Abortion Act," was introduced by Representative Chris
Smith in July 2010 and prohibits
taxpayer-funded abortions which are
currendy provided in cases of incest,
rape and pregnancies that would endanger the mother. With this bill,
incest and pregnancies which endanger the mothers health would still be
considered for aid, but only forcible
rape would be included for government funding.

Outraged women spoke up
nationwide, and the bill's sponsor
backtracked and removed this narrow definition ofrape.
The fact that this bill had the possibility of passing is, to me, chilling.
I must begin by stating my dislike of
abortion. I do not believe taxpayers
or the government should fund abortions because I believe in the absolute sanctity of all life, conception to
natural death. However, though this
bill's stated purpose was to reduce
the number of abortions occurring
throughout the nation, I believe the
bill's sponsors went about it in entirely the wrong way. By striving to
save the unborn child, they are making thousands of children and adults
increasingly vulnerable.
The trouble lies in the fact that
so many people are left unprotected
from rape that might not be considered forcible. Salutatory rape, which
victimizes young children, could be

deemed unforced. Teenagers, if drinking or using drugs at a high school
party, might not be able to physically
resist against their attacker. The physically and mentally disabled population ofAmerica wouldn't always have
the capabilities to struggle against an
attacker, so this could also be considered non-forcible. And, thus, according to creators of the bill, not rape.
Suddenly, women's rights could
take a giant leap backwards were the
bill to have passed. Most people, regardless of their pro-life or pro-choice
stance, would agree that abortion
is a tragedy.
But so is rape.
According to the Rape Abuse and
Incest National Network (RAINN),
someone is sexually assaulted every
two minutes in the United States.
That is 720 people a day. Fifteen percent ofrape victims are under theage
of 12. Nine out of every 10victims are
female. Victims of rape are four times

more likely to commit suicide.
In attempt to save unborn children, this bill would also be risking the
safety of these wounded individuals.
To the Republicans who introduced this bill, I say continue to work
for change to decrease the number
of abortions. Continue to strive to
save the unborn child. Continue to
find solutions to abortion, though it
won't be easy. But don't undermine
the already weak victims within
our community.
The bill was changed to include
funding for all kinds of rape, but I
believe bills like this one haven't made
their final appearance. All we can do
is to continue to be advocates for a
certain kind of change thathonors the
quality of all life without destabilizing othermembers of our community
who are vulnerable.

Colleen may be reached at
fontanac@seattleu.edu
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History repeats
itself in Egypt

Valentine's Day not
only for lovers

Brock Parker
Debate Team Columnist

Lauren Ryon
PHAT

Direct action is a method used in
order to protest something and create
a certain amount of tension to which
people are forced to respond. Direct
action was used in the U.S. in the
1960s to fight segregation, and while
it may not be intentional, it is being
used in the form of non-violent protests right now in Egypt. Even more,
there's a striking similarity between
the response to direct action AfricanAmericans received here in the 1960s
and what Egyptian protestors are
now receiving.
The Egyptian government has shut
down the Internet and mobile phone
services. They are taking other actions
to limit or restrict mediums of free
speech, like trying to silence journalists. This is clearly bad, but I'm not
going to waste your time or mine by
pointing out the obvious. Rather, I'm
going to tell you how those targeted by
non-violent direct action have thus far
responded idiotically.
In the 19605, we had segregation.
We also had Martin Luther King, Jr.
He was a strong proponent of direct
action and deliberately employed it
due to police brutality, segregation in
the South and various other horrific
things taking place. When he employed this direct action, those on the
other side of the table responded excessively. Police forces in Birmingham
responded by spraying blacks with fire
hoses and imprisoning hundreds in a
single day. They responded so drastically that all ofa sudden the entire nation knew what was going on. Sounds
like Egypt, huh?
Egyptians are employing direct action right now and because the police
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forces and government are responding by shutting down the internet,
setting curfews, running people over
with fire trucks and whipping civilians
while riding by on horses, the whole
world is watching. When police in
the American South responded so
drastically, it made it very hard for
America and President Johnson to
ignore what was happening. Right
now, the Egyptian government and
police forces are hurting themselves
by making it much more difficult
for the world, especially America, to
ignore the situation and not take action against them. The police, security
forces and President Hosni Mubarak's
supporters need to cool their jets or the
end result won't be so favorable and
Egyptian protestors will get the result
they are seeking, just as King did.
I'm in no way supportive of the po-

not need an
shower each other with
gifts and affection. This doesn't
mean that you have to buy roses

delivered or pick them up yourself. The best part about buying
for yourself is that you can get
whatever you want: carnations,
daisies, lilies or even a bouquet
of chocolate-doused fruit. While
you're at it, grab yourself a box of
those bulge-inducing chocolates.
Or, if you aren't a chocolate fan,
you can always wander through
the supermarket candy aisle until
you find your candy soulmate.
You can also take advantage of
your lunch break. Set aside some
time for a little R&R. Schedule
a massage, facial or a solid hour
of quality sports TV. Whatever
helps you unwind is your
golden ticket.
Next, you could volunteer.
What better way to love yourself

for your significant other every

than

Whether you love it or loathe
Valentine's Day looms heavy
over February. While it is filled
with lots of candy, not everyone
looks forward to a holiday dedicated to lovers. Scores of people
curse the date as if it were some
sort of doomsday. Why? Perhaps
it is the emphasis on couples or
sickeningly sweet affection that
spreads toxicity through our veins.
Regardless, Valentine's Day is a
holiday that has been abused for
it,

long.
Couples should

too

excuse to

lice forces or Mubarak; I am strongly week or go out for dinner each
behind the Egyptian people who are night. It simply means you should
protesting. Mypoint is that people in show one another how much you
power in the South during the civil care with smaller sentiments on a
rights movement could have come regular basis.
Furthermore, Valentine's Day
out of it looking a lot better had they
recognized the movement and ceded does not need to be a holiday excontrol. But they brought upon themclusively for couples. This year,
selves additional attention, which hurt revolutionize Valentine's Day by
them just as much or perhaps more making it your own. How? By
than the direct action. If the responssimply loving yourselves. Millions
es to non-violent protests in Egypt
of people everywhere are showing
remain at their high-octane levels,
their lovers how much they care.
outside players like the U.S. will have Why not show yourself how much
no choice but to respond. If Mubarak you really love you?
took some cues from American hisKick off the morning with
breakfast in bed. Once you're all
tory, maybe he could come out ofthis
without looking like a complete jerk, cozied up in a big ball of blankets,
but right now its not looking good noshing on your choiceofmorning
for him, and he can blame himself fare, I promise you nothing could
for that.
possibly happen in the course of
your day to kill this buzz.
Buy yourself flowers. Call up
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
your local florist and have them

to

tionships,
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Butt tattoo
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After the Bth
glass of wine

Love Twitter

Giant.
Inflatable.
Rudy

On one knee

On both knees

do something great for

your community? Get involved at
a local food bank or shelter and
spread some real love.
Equal, if not greater, in magnitude than our romantic rela-
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Written on
your baby

friendships.

Valentine's Day is the perfect time
to call up an old friend to catch
up, reminisce or just say hello.
Send them a homemade card, a
letter or even a plate ofcookies.
And if you're still looking
for more, why not throw yourself a party? Invite friends over
to watch a movie, play games
and drink Martinelli's to your
heart's content.
From this year forward, mark
this the day that you revolutionized Valentine's Day by making it
100 percent yours.

Fr. Sundborg
singing
telegram

Naked
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The editor may be reached at
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Culture, not commercials, the problem
Spencer Latham
VolunteerWriter
After the Super Bowl, there was one company
and one commercial that really angered people:
Groupon's ads lampooning various social causes,
specifically the one about Tibet. If you haven't
seen it imagine a Tibetan landscape and people
in indigenous clothing. All the while, dramatic
flute music is playing in the background. There
is the voiceover ofTimothy Hutton talking about
the threat to the Tibetan culture and then it cuts
to him in a restaurant saying, "but they still whip
up an amazing fish curry." Hutton exclaims that
he saved a lot of money at a Tibetan restaurant
using Groupon. The outrage from the "socially
conscious" class and their like-minded ilk speaks
to a larger issue: social media highlights the superficiality of our culture.
Twitter, Facebook and countless blog users

where aghast at the insensitivity of the ad. Many Light and Value Village were made in China). 1
thought it was incredibly inappropriate to make highly doubt that any of the "offended" people
light ofthe Tibetan peoples' oppression by China. care enough to start making their own clothes
Some went even as far as to publicly announce that or even make sure their garments are not from
a sweat shop. Why? Because if you're going to
they were ending their Groupon subscriptions.
with
the
reaction
the
make your Facebook profile picture you helping
is
not
to
My problem
just
ad, it's the whole culture of pretentious, upperout people in a third-world country for a week,
class white (primarily) liberals who feel the need you need to look chic.
The knee-jerk outrage at the Super Bowl ad is
to be "outraged" and "offended" at everything
they're supposed to be outraged and offended by. just another example ofhow social media reveals
The ad was making fun of the typical way any a lot more about our narcissism than our characcharity group's commercials start out: sad music, ter. As opposed to getting off the computer and
indigenous people and celebrity voiceovers. It's helping people, it's more important for everyone
to know that you "Are against... or "In solidarity
not trying to make a larger point. It's satire. You
have the right to be outraged, but that doesn't with [insert group/cause]." Someone once said
mean your outrage deserves to be respected. If
"character is what you do when no one is looking"
China,
concerned
with
not
and
that is completely lost on this generation.
are
so
you
supporting
then I would advise against buying any U.S.
government bonds or clothes (p.s. everything Spencer may be reached at
from Urban Outfitters and most clothes at Red lathamsl@seattleu.edu
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public
safety

reports

Occupational Accident

Feb. 4, 12:30 p.m.
An employee reported a slip and
fall incident in the Student Center dining area. No injuries were
reported, and custodial was contacted for clean-up.

su-spectator.com/multimedia

lastlooks

SUPERBOWL XLV
Seattle University students
and other Capital Hill residents
watched the Super Bowl last
Sunday with the usual
enthusiasm and zeal. This

Occupational Accident

Feb. 4,4:20 p.m.

year's game set a record for
the most watched television

An employee reported falling in
the Administration building. No in-

broadcast of all time. The
Packers defeated the
Steelers 31-25.Clockwise
from left, costumed Green
Bay Packers fans celebrate
a Packers touchdown at
local sports bar The Battery, a pile of empty pizza
boxes follows a HRL party at
Xavier, and Seattle U students
watch the game at home.

juries were reported and custodial
was contacted for clean-up.
Medical Assist

Feb. 4, 9:50 p.m.
A student sustained a small laceration to the head in the Connolly Center. The student was
escorted to the hospital for further care.
Suspicious Circumstance

Feb. 5, 2:30 a.m.

Sonya

Ekstrom | The Spectator

Housing and Residence Life and
Public Safety contactedresidents
seen entering Chardin with university property. A university
sign was then returned to Public
Safety.

Medical Assist
Feb. 5, 5:30 a.m.
The Seattle Police Department
observed a disoriented student
standing in the rain, crying and
barefoot, off campus. Public
Safety was contacted, a safety
investigation took place and the
student was escorted back to
campus. No medical transport
was necessary.
Medical Assist
Feb. 5,11:40 p.m.
The Seattle Fire Department
evaluated a student for hyperventilation in Xavier. No medical
transport was necessary.
Medical Assist
Feb. 6, 3:30 am.

A student sustained an ankle injury in Bellarmine and was transported to a hospital by Public
Safety.

Sonya Ekstrom
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Medical Assist
Feb. 6,1:20 a.m.
Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life contacted an intoxicated student in the lobby of
Campion, The student was escorted back home.
Theft
Feb. 6, 3:00 p.m.

A Bon Appetit employee reported
an unattended iPod was removed
from a stereo in the Student Center kitchen.
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.

SIJ to add new D-1 women's sport
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On the prowl at Fred Wildlife Refuge
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